Since founded in 1931 by Paul Valery, the Campus International de Cannes has strived to unite students from all over the world. The CiC hosts between 1800 and 2000 students per year, in both individual and group studies for short and long term duration. The 11000 square meter campus is situated directly at the seafront of the Mediterranean Sea, where all services can be found within a haven of greenery: the classrooms, accommodation in the residence, the cafeteria, a multi media room, a Café, a gymnastic room, a theatre/cinema/conference hall, some free interior parking places, free Wi-Fi, a Culture & Leisure office offering an array of cultural and extra curricular activities: (themed evenings, excursions for the discovery of the region, sports tournaments) and providing the opportunity to take part in many major international events such as the Film Festival of Cannes, MIDEM, the Festival of Games. The CiC is "French Foreign Language Quality" accredited, a member of CampusFrance, of IALC, partner of the CCIP and a member the "Groupement FLE."

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- General French studies of all levels, covering the four strategies of the Common European Learning Framework
- French Business (Preparation for the DFP level B2 possible upon request)
- Legal French (Preparation for the DFP level B2 possible upon request)
- French for Fashion (Preparation for the DFP level B1 possible upon request)
- Specialised teacher training courses for F.L.E. Professors
- Specific Programs/Studies offered to organized groups (upon demand).

- For students of at least a minimum level of B1, internships are offered within French companies (2 to 3 days per week)

◆ STRENGTHS
- The experience of our dynamic teaching staff
- A unique and picturesque campus with all facilities and services located on-site. On campus accommodation (standard or ensuite rooms) or in French families.
- An emphasis on the well-being and happiness of our students (Optional vegetarian meals, nurse's office, 24 hour reception, much provided aid in preparing visa documentation...)
- High quality services provided by our experienced and reliable staff
- The College's proximity in relationship with its students (Class sizes and availability of our administrative and maintenance staff)
- A large variety of cultural activities and optional excursions

◆ LOCATION
A 15 minute walk from the Palace de Festivals and the famous Croisette, the Campus International is situated to the west of Cannes, directly at the seafront, adorned with palm and pine trees and mimosa bushes.

http://www.french-in-cannes.com